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SEEDS ON THE MOVE

BACKGROUND 
The movement of seeds away from mature/adult plants is 
called seed dispersal. When seeds are spread far and wide, 
both the parent plants and the seedlings have better  
access to space, water, sun and nutrients. Seed dispersal 
also contributes to biodiversity, and provides valuable food 
for many animal species. Seeds are structurally adapted to disperse  
by gravity, wind, water, expulsion (bursting), and animals (including humans).  
A seed’s physical characteristics may offer clues about how it is dispersed. 

In this resource, students:
  Consider how and why seeds travel.
  Collect and observe seeds and assess their dispersal methods. 
  Design seeds to test how structure affects dispersal. 
  Demonstrate an understanding of how things in the natural world work together to survive. 

CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS 
Key concepts include:
  There are similarities and differences among various types of plants.
  Plants are important to the planet.
  Plants and animals (including humans) depend on each other in a variety of ways.
  Humans need to protect plants and their habitats. 

ACTIVITIES 
Discussion Starter

Watch ClearWaterKids Challenge – Seed Dispersal (3:12) 
This video features Ava and Ari and their sidekick, Potato the Chicken, 
as they take a “sock walk” to collect seeds at ClearWater Farm. A 
selection of kids talk about how important nature is to them and about 
ways they connect with the natural world. The hosts challenge viewers 
to explore outdoors and get up close and personal with nature.

Pre-viewing ProbesPre-viewing Probes
• Brainstorm: What plants can you see around you now and/or out the window?
• Can plants move?
• Plants grow just about everywhere. How do they get there?
• What kinds of seeds do you know of?
• How do seeds get from place to place?
•  What do socks have to do with seeds? What do you think the link might be?  

(Collect responses.) Let’s watch the video to find out the answer to that riddle.

https://www.clearwaterkids.org/cwk-tv/a-better-world
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Post-viewing Prompts Post-viewing Prompts 
• Did anything in the video surprise you? What and why? 
• What do socks have to do with seeds?
•  Why might it be important for seeds to travel somewhere else? (Plants that grow too closely 

together have to compete for water, sun, and nutrients.) 
•  Have you ever helped a seed travel? (Blowing on a dandelion flower head that’s gone to seed; 

moving with a burr stuck to your pant leg; eating a piece of fruit and dropping the seeds; 
raking the garden…)

•  How many ways can you think of that seeds might travel? (Fly on the wind, float away in water, 
fall from a tree [gravity], explode open [seedpods like jewelweed], stick on fur or clothing [burs 
from burdock], moved by animals [birds and other animals eat fruits with seeds, digest them, 
and eventually leave the seeds behind as droppings in a new spot]).

Explore Outdoors

Seed Search  
  Head outside to hunt for seeds. Challenge students to collect as many different types as they 
can and to look for clues about how they move. Take a close look at their size and shape. Feel 
their weight and texture. Do you think they might float? Blow on them. Throw them in the air. 
Will they stick to your clothing? Would an animal eat them? And so on.

  Students can work in small groups to test the seeds to see what type of dispersal adaptation 
they have. Then they can sort them accordingly, record their findings in graph form, and 
present their graphs to the class.

   For an extra special way of collecting seed, try a Sock Walk. Ask students to bring in extra-
large, old socks to pull on over their shoes/boots before taking a walk through a field, forest, 
park, or green space in the school yard. Before coming inside, carefully remove the socks. 
Back in the classroom, the students will examine them to see how many different kinds of 
seeds have come along for the ride.

Try This!

Design a Travelling Seed   
After students have learned about different ways seeds can disperse, have them design
and construct their own seed dispersal adaptation.

What You NeedWhat You Need
  Small seeds or small uniform objects that can be a seed substitute (paper clips)
   Craft supplies – paper, pipe cleaners, tape, cotton balls, re-purposed plastic wrap/bag, 
buttons, play clay, yarn, paper clips, Velcro, etc.
  Natural items – grass, leaves, feathers, sand, clay, pebbles, etc.
  Fan or hair dryer
  Tape measure/ruler
  Timer/stopwatch
  Scissors, tape, glue
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What to DoWhat to Do
Working in pairs or small groups, students collaborate to:
11   Design and construct a seed for effective dispersal using the craft supplies  

provided; and

22  Test, evaluate, and record the success rate of each of their creations. For example:

  Wind dispersalWind dispersal – test how far the seed moves using a fan or a hair dryer on a low setting, 
and measure the distance travelled with a ruler or tape measure.

  Water dispersal Water dispersal – time how long the seeds float.

  External transportationExternal transportation – see if the product hooks onto fabric or fur; perform a shake test 
to assess how long it stays attached.

 ExpulsionExpulsion – measure the distance travelled from a starting point.

  ConsumptionConsumption  – describe characteristics that will make their seeds enticing for animals and 
humans to consume.

33   Groups share their findings and compare/contrast results to determine which designs are 
most successful.

Follow-upFollow-up
  Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the different types of seed dispersal.
  Why does it matter how far the seed goes?
  What factors would lead to a certain method of dispersal? (habitat, environmental conditions, 
seed size or shape, fruit type, etc.)
  Can you think of other ways plants use to get maximum seed dispersal? 

Take Action 

Be a Plant Protector!   
Help reinforce students’ understanding that all living things are connected and that we play an 
important role in caring for our shared home.  
  Why is it important that plants survive and reproduce?
  What do plants do for us?  
  What would the world be like without different kinds of plants?
  What can we do to make sure that we and all living things have a healthy home on  
planet Earth?

More to Explore
Look for these age-appropriate books:
  A Seed is the Start by Melissa Stewart (National Geographic Kids, 2018)
  Pretty Tricky: The Sneaky Ways Plants Survive by Etta Kaner and Ashley Barron (Owlkids, 2020)

Visit Science North for more hands-on, curriculum-linked learning resources and lesson plans.

You can find great Canadian books on nature and science in the ClearWater Kids Booklist.

https://www.sciencenorth.ca/teachers
https://resources.clearwaterkids.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Biodiversity-Catalogue-3-1.pdf

